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Methodology: All references used in this paper are freely available over the Internet. 
The url and author are listed above each section. This is simply a general information 
paper and not an opinion piece. 
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Cryptosystem goals  
http://fermat.nap.edu/html/digital_dilemma/appE.html  
 

 Privacy and confidentiality 
 Data Integrity 
 Authentication or identification 
 Message Authentication 
 Signature 
 Authorization 
 Certification 
 Witnessing 
 Receipt 
 Confirmation 
 Ownership 
 Anonymity 
 Non repudiation 
 Revocation 

home

Symmetric key systems 

 http://fermat.nap.edu/html/digital_dilemma/appE.html
 
3 parts  

 key generation 
 encryption function 
 decryption function 

 
theoretical goal 
 
“the power of a one-time pad arises from both the length of the key and the fact 
that it is discarded after one use.” 
 
Pursuit was stopped because of the need to transmit as much key information as 
the data to be encrypted. WN solves this with multiplicity and offset management. 
 
“Unfortunately, it is usually impractical to use a one-time pad, because its 
security depends on a new key being generated and used each time a new 
message is encrypted; this means that the total number of key bits is too large to 
be practical.” 
 
WN addresses this by: 

 extraordinarily large distributed keys that are generated deterministically 
but any segment is random and delinearized 
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o determinism in this context means that the exact key stream can 
be regenerated. The closest analogy would be radioactive decay 
RAD. RAD is deterministic in the sense that ½ lives can be 
accurately measured. However, any sample of electrons “firing” is 
random 

 managing offsets not to repeat a key segment 
 multiplicity (transmitting only a small amount of data to regenerate large 

keys) 
 the multiplicity also means that authentication servers can easily store 

and retrieve massive numbers of keys without undue overhead – ie 157 
bytes of key structure information stored can recreate a key 100 billion 
bytes long 

 Additionally, enterprises manage their own keys (they are their own 
Trusted Third Party) so key management is not problematic because of 
volume 

 Whitenoise key setup (key generation) is orders of magnitude faster to set 
up than AES algorithms ie .0128 secs WN versus .250 secs AES 

 
“A large key-space comes at the price of longer keys, however, and these make 
encryption and decryption processes slower. Thus an encryption system 
designer must trade off speed of operation against resistance to exhaustive 
search attacks.” 
 
”Examples of symmetric-key encryption systems, including the widely used Data 
Encryption Standard, can be found in Menezes et al (1997).” 
 
“Anyone using a symmetric-key encryption system must deal with the key 
exchange problem: If one or more recipients are to be able to decrypt a 
message, they must get the key, and they must be the only ones to get it. Two 
distinguishable problems here are evident: authentication and secrecy.” 
 
WN – distributed keys authenticate a person inherently. This is augmented with 
Dynamic Identity Verification and Authentication – real-time continuous 
authentication during a session that allows continuous detection and rapid 
revocation when threats are detected. Trans-encryption of the keys at the server 
ensure both authentication and secrecy because the authentication keys and 
encryption key pair are never transmitted electronically. Session keys, when 
needed are exchanged in an encrypted state. Only the intended receiver has 
their pre-distributed and pre-authenticated key (one time) so there is no key 
exchange problems. 
 
“The process must ensure that the person legitimately entitled to receive the key 
is who he or she claims to be (authentication) and that no one else can get the 
key while it is being transmitted (secrecy). Key exchange is thus a high-overhead 
operation.” 
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Secure key exchange with trans-encryption for 128-bit systems require 
processing of 512 bytes. Using slower AES algorithms, this transencryption takes 
approximately .000025 seconds per transaction (at the server- not including key 
setup and I/O). Key generation, authentication, and encryption is done by the 
client. This eliminates approximately 99% of server overhead. The key setup time 
at the client is approximately .000128 seconds so there no key exchange or key 
generation problems adding to overhead. 
 
WN handles authentication by using distributed keys and transencryption at the 
server. Only the legitimate receiver can decrypt. Secrecy is assured by no key 
exchange on small systems and dynamic key distribution, using distributed keys 
to encrypt and distribute more distributed keys in large scalable Dynamic 
Distributed Key Infrastructures. 
home

Public Key Infrastructure 
http://fermat.nap.edu/html/digital_dilemma/appE.html
 
“One way around this problem is the notion of public-key encryption system, 
which eliminates the need for key exchange. 
 
3 parts  

 key generation – when the user runs the key generator, he or she uses 
two keys – a public key and a secret key (assume that the private key is 
initially safely distributed). 

 encryption function 
 decryption function 

 
“To be successful, a public-key cryptosystem must have the property that each 
public key corresponds to a unique secret key and vice versa – a ciphertext 
object produced with a given public key must be decryptable only by the owner of 
the corresponding secret key. However, determining what the secret key is if all 
one has is the public key must be infeasible.” 
 
“Current public-key cryptosystems are considerably slower than current 
symmetric-key systems, and so they are not used for “bulk encryption”. In the IP 
management context, this means that vendors generally do not use public-key 
systems to encrypt content directly; rather, it is more common to encrypt content 
using a fast symmetric-key system, then use public-key encryption to solve the 
key exchange problem. Because the user’s key in a symmetric-key encryption 
system is typically much shorter than the object, the time spent to encrypt and 
decrypt it using a public-key system is not prohibitive.” 
 
home
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Digital Signatures –  
http://fermat.nap.edu/html/digital_dilemma/appE.html  
 
“Another use of public-key technology. It involves 3 parts: 

 key generator 
 a signing function 
 a verification function” 

 
“Subsequently, anyone presented with the (encrypted object) and the signature 
can look up the signer’s public key and feed the object, the signature and the 
public key into the verification function.” 
 
“Because digital signatures depend on both the secret key and the document 
being signed, no one can claim that a signature produced for one document is 
the signature for another document.” 
 
“As noted earlier, public-key encryption is too slow to use to encrypt significant 
amounts of content, hence its main role in the foreseeable future is likely to be 
key distribution.” 
home

 

Management of Encryption Keys: Public-Key Infrastructure 
http://fermat.nap.edu/html/digital_dilemma/appE.html
 

 Identity Certificates 
 Certifying Authorities 

 
An ID Certificate is issued by a Certificate Authority. 
 
“CA’s can issue ID certificates to other CA’s thus creating hierarchies of trust.” 
 
“The problem is that a good key is basically impossible for any human being to 
remember.” 
 
“Unlike encryption, digital signature technology is not encumbered by export 
restrictions.” 
 
 
home

Watermarks - Marking and Monitoring 
http://fermat.nap.edu/html/digital_dilemma/appE.html
 
“A watermark is a signal added to digital data.” 
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 Ownership assertion – establish ownership 
 Fingerprinting – doesn’t prevent copying but identifies who did it 
 Authentication and integrity verification 
 Content labelling 
 Usage control 
 Content protection  

 
“Currently, no universal watermarking technique exists that satisfies all 
requirements of all applications.” 
 
“A fragile watermark is damaged by image distortions – detects alterations 
A robust watermark survives distortions such as trimming an image.” 
 
“Watermarking cannot force people to refrain from copying or distributing digitally 
marked works. Rather, TPSs that use marking and tracking attempt to dissuade 
violations by making them detectable and traceable to the culprits.” 
 
“Watermarking is only a defense against copying on a large enough scale to 
cause the illegitimate copies to be discovered by web crawlers.” 
 
home

Time Stamps and Labels 
http://fermat.nap.edu/html/digital_dilemma/appE.html
 
Fix certain properties of a work at a particular point in time. 
 
Digital labels serve same purpose as watermarks but no attempt is made to hide 
them. 
home

Cryptographic Envelopes 
http://fermat.nap.edu/html/digital_dilemma/appE.html
 
“A high level of protection must involve special-purpose hardware, because the 
content of any digital work must be eventually displayed.” 
 
“Special purpose hardware also reduces the opportunity to modify the device… 
software modifications can be made easily.” 
home

Super distribution 
http://fermat.nap.edu/html/digital_dilemma/appE.html
 
“The ability of others to repackage and redistribute content, profiting from their 
repackaging while respecting the rights of the owners of the original content.” 
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“At the core, PKI systems rely on digital certificates, which are like electronic ID 
cards that enable users to authenticate themselves. Without a mechanism in 
place to ensure these digital certificates are given only to the appropriate people 
or companies, the whole PKI system can fall apart.”  
 
home

PKI summary 
 
home
 

Public Key Certification and Revocation and Trust 
Design Issues in a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 
Douglas P. Barton, Anthony S. Moran & Luke O'Connor  
Queensland University of Technology,  
DSTC Pty Ltd,  
 
 

 

 
 
 “However the distinctive property of digital signatures is non-repudiation, which implies that 
even the recipient himself should be unable to generate the signature otherwise the sender 
can deny sending by claiming that the signature was generated by the recipient himself. That 
is why digital signatures cannot be implemented securely using secret-key cryptography 
where the sender and the recipient have exactly the same power since they share the same 
secret key.” 
 
Additionally, for secure operation, there should be a secure binding between the public key 
and the signer’s identity (a binding between private key and public key is given indirectly), 
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otherwise an adversary is able to forge signatures by publishing a public key claimed to be 
owned by a wrong identity. First suggested by Kohnfelder [4], this binding is generally 
provided by public key certificates, which are signed messages specifying an identity and the 
corresponding public key. 
 
“Revocation means invalidating the public key before its expiration date. Revocation is 
required for instance when there is a suspect that the private key has been stolen. How can 
the verifier assure that the public key was not revoked at the time of signing (or verifying)?” 
 
 
home
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home
 
Design Issues in a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) 
Douglas P. Barton, Anthony S. Moran & Luke O'Connor  
Queensland University of Technology,  
DSTC Pty Ltd,  
Email: dbarton@dascom.com  
          amoran@dascom.com  
          oco@zurich.ibm.com
 
 
“Unlike the majority of symmetric key cryptography systems, key lengths are not  
fixed and may be increased for added cryptographic strength (security).” 
 
“Public key technology is seen by many to be both more cryptographically secure  
than symmetric key techniques and more easily scalable. Several reasons exist 
in support of these beliefs:  
 

 public keys can be more easily published without compromising the 
security of the private key or the overall system;” 

 
 keys maintain at least an implicit identity by association of particular key   

pairs with specific entities; and unlike the majority of symmetric key 
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cryptography systems, key lengths are not fixed and may be increased for 
added cryptographic strength (security).” 

 
“Public key technology does however suffer from similar problems to those 
experienced by symmetric key systems such as Kerberos, Sesame and standard 
Unix login security. The most obvious problem is that of key management where 
keys must be generated and passed around throughout the system. The problem 
is somewhat different between symmetric systems and public key systems. Key  
negotiation is required in symmetric systems so that the secrecy of keys is 
maintained whilst in public key systems, broadcast of public keys and 
establishing trust in the public key is the main requirement. Symmetric key  
systems use trusted third parties, sometimes called Key Distribution Centres (as  
in Kerberos), to manage this process and an analogous technique can be used in  
public key systems.” 
 
“The key management problem is now apparent. How are certificates passed 
around a public key system and how is the CA's public key, which is used to 
verify certificates, broadcast/published securely? These problems can be 
resolved by the provision of a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) which supports 
certification and broadcast of certificates using a simple architecture. It is a 
desirable feature of this PKI architecture that it be easily scalable to enable 
support for very large network environments such as the Internet.” 
 
The argument about a weakness in symmetric key exchange may be 
disingenuous. PKI has faced a similar challenge of how certificates are 
exchanged. Dynamic Distributed Key Infrastructures use distributed keys to 
encrypt and distribute additional keys.  
 
“The basic architecture of the DSTC PKI follows the client-server paradigm with 3 
main servers: the Certification Authority (CA), Certification Server (CS) and  
Certificate Revocation Server (CRS) (see Figure 1). These main servers form the 
basis of the PKI structure conceptually known as a domain. The CA is the only 
server residing within the Trusted Computing Base (the highly secure core 
machines and servers) of the domain. The inter-domain interface is provided to 
clients and the other PKI servers by the CS, which communicates with other 
domain CSs to request or send inter-domain information.” 
 
“3.2.1 PKI Functional Blocks  
The DSTC PKI extends the fundamental PKI structure with the addition of two 
extra functional blocks, the Certificate Revocation Server CRS and the client 
block Application Programme Interface (API) (see Figure 1).” 
 
The primary process of certification is off-line, requiring an entity to physically 
consult the security administrator and apply for a certificate. The process is 
somewhat akin to applying for a passport, driver's license or credit card. Clients 
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desiring certification must provide proof to the security administrator which 
uniquely and incontrovertibly proves the client's identity.” 
 
 “An alternative process, and one which is more open to attack and compromise,  
is on-line certification. A client interface is provided by which the client   forms a 
certificate request containing all the required information. The interface passes 
the request to the security administrator for actioning. The client interface must 
ensure the authenticity of the client, which is often very difficult and the main 
reason why off-line certification is generally held to be more secure.” 
 
”3.3.1 Certificate Retrieval  
Certificate retrieval is an important issue in PKI systems as verification of  
certificates requires public key decryption which can be a potentially high-cost  
operation. It is therefore desirable to optimise the certificate retrieval  
process to reduce waiting times and overheads.” 
 
“3.4.2 Revocation Lists and Deltas  
Revocation information must be publicly available exactly as for certificates.  
This information is typically represented as a list, signed by the CA, each  
entry detailing a revoked certificate. Information contained in each list entry  
includes: certificate serial number, revoker identity, time and date of  
revocation and reason for revocation. This list is known as a Certificate  
Revocation List (CRL), is issued by the CA and is made available to clients via  
the CRS.” 
 
“When retrieving revocation information for a particular certificate, it is impossible 
to guess whether it has already been revoked and when that revocation might 
have occurred.” 
 
“Delta CRLs are also open to man-in-the-middle attacks. It is not clear what  
 data should be returned to the client when there is no revocation information  
 regarding the certificate being verified.” 
 
CoSign Electronic - Digital Signature FAQ 
 
Q.What is the difference between digital and electronic signatures? 
The differences between electronic and digital signatures are clear, 
though these terms are often used interchangeably: digital 
signatures (sometimes referred to as Advanced or Secure Electronic Signatures) 
are a result of a cryptographic operation. The technology behind digital 
signatures is an industry standard known as Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), 
which guarantees data integrity and non-repudiation of transactions. The digital 
signature cannot be copied, tampered or altered. On the other hand, an 
Electronic signature is just a representation of a person in the form of a digitized 
image of his/her handwritten signature, symbol, voiceprint, etc. It is typically 
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attached to an electronic document or transaction, and can be copied or 
tampered with, making forgery easy. 
home
 

Public Key Certification and Revocation and Trust Summary 
 

 Revocation big problem > 10% of keys need to be revoked 
 Revocation is not accurate 
 Can’t tell whether a key was revoked at time of use 
 Addressing this adds another required service component, a 

revocation server, and increases system overhead 
 
home

Test results of a patient PKI deployment 
HRC_PRIVACY_PUBLICATION.pdf_file.p7_3.51 
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PKI Test Results in Health Care Setting Summary 
 
home

Establishing the PKI for your Intranet or Extranet  
Internet Security Guide Intranet and Extranet Servers PKI VPN  Australia 
Legal Notices  Privacy  Repository  &copy; 1999-2006 VeriSign Australia  
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            Pty Ltd    ABN: 88 088 021 603 
 
“When your organisation looks to establish its own Public Key Infrastructure, it is 
important that you be able to establish a high quality set of technology, 
infrastructure, and practices. While there are several products on the market 
today that purport to offer stand-alone solutions for generating and managing 
certificates, these "software-only" solutions can at best offer only the technology 
that is needed for a robust PKI. As a result, an independent study by the 
Aberdeen group concluded that organisations buying off-the-shelf certificate 
software solutions end up spending $1M-$11M to hire the personnel and build 
the surrounding infrastructure and practices necessary for a complete solution.” 
 
home

Managing a Windows 2003 Server PKI 
 

Managing a Windows Server 2003 Public Key Infrastructure 
Published: July 13, 2004 

By Ian Hellen 
 
“The guidelines in this paper are based on the enterprise PKI design defined in 
the Microsoft Systems Architecture version 2.0 Implementation Kit and in the 
paper Best Practices for Implementing a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Public 
Key Infrastructure (both papers describe the design and build of essentially the 
same PKI) using Windows Server 2003 with Windows XP clients. However, most 
of the guidance in this paper is equally relevant or can be easily adapted to other 
PKI designs.” 
 
“The PKI design used in this paper is described in brief in Appendix A –       
Overview of the PKI Design. This is a three-tier PKI hierarchy with an offline root 
and intermediate CAs based on the Windows Server 2003 platform. The majority 
of the tasks described in the paper are appropriate for simpler configurations 
(two-tier or even single-tier) unchanged or with only minor modifications.” 
 

Example of a PKI Windows server task 
“To revoke an Issuing CA certificate 
 
1.Identify all the intermediate CAs that are subordinates of the root CA. Revoke 
those CAs and their subordinates using the procedures Revoking and Replacing 
an Intermediate CA Certificate and Revoking and Replacing an Issuing CA 
Certificate, but do not renew the certificates of these CAs and do not yet re-issue 
the root CAs CRL. 
 
2.Log on to the root CA as member of Cert Managers and open the Certification 
Authority MMC.  
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3.Select all certificates in the Issued Certificates folder. On the All Tasks menu, 
click Revoke Certificate, and then select CA Compromise for the reason code. 
 
4.Increase the CRL Publication Interval to match the remaining lifetime of the CA 
Certificate. This will ensure that it is definitely longer than the remaining lifetime 
of all certificates that the CA has issued. 
 
5.Clear the Publish Delta CRLs check box if it is selected. 
 
6.Follow the operations procedure for Publishing CRLs of an Offline CA to the 
Web Server to publish the root CAs CRL. 
 
7.Follow the Renewing a CA Certificate operations procedure. 
 
8.Return to each of the intermediate CAs and renew their certificates following 
the operations procedure Renewing a CA Certificate. 
 
9.Return to each of the issuing CAs and renew their certificates following the 
operations procedure Renewing a CA Certificate. 
 
Certificate Users can now re-enroll with the new CA. Auto-enrolled certificates 
will be enrolled automatically.” 
 
“To revoke an Intermediate CA certificate and its issued certificates: 
 
1.Identify all of the issuing CAs that are subordinates of the intermediate CA. 
Revoke those CAs using the procedure Revoking and Replacing an Issuing CA 
Certificate, but do not renew the subordinates' certificates and do not yet re-issue 
the intermediate CAs CRLs. 
 
2.Log on to the root (parent) CA as member of Cert Managers and open the 
Certification Authority MMC. 
 
3.Find the intermediate CA certificate to be revoked in the Issued Certificates 
folder. On the All Tasks menu, click Revoke Certificate, and then select Key 
Compromise for the reason code. 
 
4.Follow the operations procedure for Publishing CRLs of an Offline CA to the 
Web Server to publish the root CAs CRL. 
 
5.Return to the intermediate CA and renew its certificate following the operations 
procedure Renewing a CA Certificate. 
 
6.Return to each of the issuing CAs and renew their certificates following the 
operations procedure Renewing a CA Certificate.” 
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home

PKI considered harmful 
http://iang.org/ssl/pki_considered_harmful.html  
 
The paper PKI considered harmful can be looked up on Google. Copy of 
document is attached. 
 
“The harm wrought by PKI is threefold.”  
 
“In the first instance PKI simply costs money and effort to put in place. This is  
the least of the damages, as there is only the loss to the implementor  
(opportunity costs, the economists would say), and indeed for this very reasons  
PKI escaped the rancour of serious researchers for a long time. We live in a  
society of capitalism which preaches that all are permitted to spend their own  
money as they see fit; there is no global guardian that designates the one true  
way to be secure. In such a society, if a company chooses to spend its hard  
earnt revenues on schlock, that is its choice and we may do no more than tut,  
tut in mildness.” 
 
“It is in the second instance, its failure to deliver on the promise, that changes the 
above situation. Failure to deliver results in losses from fraud.  Phishing is the 
broadest and best documented attack in recent times, but hacking, viruses and 
the like have all been impacted by PKI in a positive or negative fashion (e.g., the 
complexity of PKI-based systems has resulted in weaknesses as measured 
against other systems that might have been employed more economically).”  
 
“These losses have often been incredibly difficult to deal with and herein lies the 
third harm: As PKI fills the security spot in the user public's collective mind, there 
has been inordinate cost in discussing fixing the security woes [66]. This arises 
primarily out of an unwillingness of security practitioners to face the enemy 
within; no professional wants to admit to themselves, let alone the world, that the 
last decade's work was fatally flawed. No professional wants to be told that his or 
her work participated in the arisal of billion dollar losses.” 
 
home
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PKI for Key Distribution of Elliptical Curve Cryptography 

 
 
home
 

One Time Password 
 
“This White Paper will focus specifically on the various One-Time Password or 
OTP based authentication solutions and will help IT professionals identify the key 
components that contribute to their total cost of ownership.” 
 
http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/rfc2289.html  
 
“OVERVIEW 
 
One form of attack on networked computing systems is eavesdropping on 
network connections to obtain authentication information such as the 
login IDs and passwords of legitimate users. Once this information is 
captured, it can be used at a later time to gain access to the 
system. One-time password systems are designed to counter this type 
of attack, called a "replay attack" [4]. 
 
The authentication system described in this document uses a secret 
pass-phrase to generate a sequence of one-time (single use) 
passwords.  With this system, the user's secret pass-phrase never 
needs to cross the network at any time such as during authentication 
or during pass-phrase changes. Thus, it is not vulnerable to replay 
attacks.  Added security is provided by the property that no secret 
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information need be stored on any system, including the server being 
protected. 
 
The OTP system protects against external passive attacks against the 
authentication subsystem. It does not prevent a network eavesdropper 
from gaining access to private information and does not provide 
protection against either "social engineering" or active attacks [9]. 
 
10.0 SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS 
 
This entire document discusses an authentication system that 
improves security by limiting the danger of eavesdropping/replay 
attacks that have been used against simple password systems [4]. 
 
The use of the OTP system only provides protections against passive 
eavesdropping/replay attacks.  It does not provide for the privacy 
of transmitted data, and it does not provide protection against 
active attacks such as session hijacking that are known to be 
present in the current Internet [9].  The use of IP Security 
(IPsec), see [10], [11], and [12] is recommended to protect against 
TCP session hijacking. 
 
The success of the OTP system to protect host systems is dependent 
on the non-invertability of the secure hash functions used.  To our 
knowledge, none of the hash algorithms have been broken, but it is 
generally believed [6] that MD4 is not as strong as MD5.  If a 
server supports multiple hash algorithms, it is only as secure as 
the weakest algorithm.” 

 
home
 
Total Cost of Ownership of Verisign, PGP, and Voltage IBE 

Verisign Whitepaper – Total Cost of Ownership – PKI legacy 
http://www.verisign.com/static/005321.pdf  
 
“It has become widely accepted in the IT industry that the correct method for 
analyzing the cost of a vendor’s products or services is to do a Total Cost of 
Ownership (TCO) analysis. Rather than focusing solely on price, buyers of IT 
products and services must consider the additional, often hidden, costs of 
operating and managing their purchases. “ 
 
“One of the most important characteristics of software, in contrast to a managed 
service such as VeriSign’s Managed PKI, is the high level of additional costs 
associated with it. PKI systems are particularly expensive to maintain if they are 
based on software installed internally.”  
 
“There are multiple possible value metrics for a TCO analysis. This paper 
considers two of these metrics in depth: 
 
• Year-by-year cash expenditures 
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• Average dollars per user per year” 
 

 
 
 

 
 
“As the above chart illustrates, the average price per user per year declines as 
the number of digital certificates issued becomes larger. For 1,000 users, public 
digital certificates average $74 per user, per year all-in (including set-up costs), 
whereas for 10,000 users the price drops to $28.00 all-in.” 
 
home

IT Staff Time 
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“Even the VeriSign Managed PKI system requires some internal IT staff time to 
operate and maintain it. To be conservative, this paper assumes that at least 
one-half Full Time Equivalent (FTE) of IT labor is required to operate and 
maintain a Managed PKI installation for up to 5,000 users.” 
 
“IT staff time is one of the most important variables for a potential insourcer to 
consider. In general, it takes at least 3 to 4 times the IT staff time to manage an 
insourced installation as it does to manage a VeriSign Managed PKI installation. 
(See Inputs: The Costs of Insourcing on page 7.)” 
 
home

Management 
“(zero for outsourcing to VeriSign), Registration Authority Management, 
Operation and Maintenance (1/4 if outsourced to VeriSign), Application 
Interoperability Testing (zero if using VeriSign’s out-of-the-box Go!Secure 
applications), and the initial PKI Project Deployment (at least 1/2 if outsourced to 
VeriSign).” 
home

Manual Authentication 
“Manual authentication can be used to authenticate, for example, businesses to a 
B2B extranet. The point of the process is to: (1) make sure that the company 
receiving the digital certificate is, in fact, who it says it is and (2) make sure that 
the individual who receives the digital certificate on behalf of the company is, in 
fact, authorized by the company to do so. To accomplish #1, the entity’s data is 
checked against a Dun and Bradstreet database or other business database to 
verify that the business exists. To accomplish #2, the authentication worker 
places a telephone call to the business and confirms that the individual who 
requested the certificate does in fact work at the company and is authorized to 
represent the company by receiving its digital certificate. In addition, the 
individual’s own telephone number is retrieved, and the individual is called at his 
or her own number. Finally, a “negative response letter” is sent to the company 
after the cert has been issued, informing the company of the cert and requesting 
a response if the cert was issued incorrectly.”  
 
“This manual authentication process can require many telephone calls and a 
significant amount of work. Based on internal testing, VeriSign has found that a 
trained authentication worker can authenticate about 55 companies per week. 
Some authentications can be accomplished quickly, but others can take multiple 
hours of work if there is a problem receiving verification.” 
 
“VeriSign assesses the fully loaded cost of an authentication worker at $45,000 
per year, which represents salary, benefits, and overhead. At 48 productive 
weeks per year – excluding training, holidays, and vacation – the average cost of 
an authentication is $17.05 in labor time.” 
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home

Automatic Authentication 
“A lower level of authentication quality can be achieved using automatic 
authentication procedures. In automatic authentication, only a lookup on a 
database (e.g., an enterprise’s existing LDAP or Active Directory) is performed. 
There are no phone calls or negative response letters. The applicant is asked to 
answer certain questions, and the authentication worker checks the answers 
against internal or external databases. This type of authentication often will be 
used at companies that are authenticating their employees into a digital 
certificate system. The auto-administration features require a server. This paper 
assumes that a second server is created for hot backup and recovery. The cost 
of each server is estimated at $10,000.” 
 
home
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Pretty Good Privacy Total Cost of Ownership 
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PGP breaks 
 

 
home

IDEA Called Into Question and Schneir 

Operation 

IDEA operates on 64-bit blocks using a 128-bit key, and consists of a series of eight 
identical transformations (a round, see the illustration) and an output transformation (the 
half-round). The processes for encryption and decryption are similar. IDEA derives much 
of its security by interleaving operations from different groups — modular addition and 
multiplication, and bitwise eXclusive OR (XOR) — which are algebraically 
"incompatible" in some sense. In more detail, these operators, which all deal with 16-bit 
quantities, are: 

• Bitwise eXclusive OR (denoted with a blue �).  
• Addition modulo 216 (denoted with a green ).  
• Multiplication modulo 216+1, where the all-zero word (0x0000) is interpreted as 

216 (denoted by a red ).  

[edit] 

Security 

The designers analysed IDEA to measure its strength against differential cryptanalysis 
and concluded that it is immune under certain assumptions. No successful linear or 
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algebraic weaknesses have been reported. Some classes of weak keys have been found — 
E.g. (Daemen et al, 1994) — but these are of little concern in practice, being so rare as to 
be unnecessary to avoid explicitly. As of 2004, the best attack which applies to all keys 
can break IDEA reduced to 5 rounds (the full IDEA cipher uses 8.5 rounds) (Demirci et 
al, 2003). 

Bruce Schneier thought highly of IDEA in 1996, writing, "In my opinion, it is the best 
and most secure block algorithm available to the public at this time." (Applied 
Cryptography, 2nd ed.) However, by 1999 he was no longer recommending IDEA due to 
the availability of faster algorithms, some progress in its cryptanalysis, and the issue of 
patents [1]. 

IDEA is patented in Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, (European patent EP-B-0482154), the United States (US 
patent #5,214,703) and Japan (JP 3225440). 

MediaCrypt is now also offering a successor to IDEA and focuses on its new cipher 
(official release on May 2005), IDEA NXT, which is in fact FOX. 

Note the number of rounds taken to randomize IDEA enough. 
home

MD5 Called Into Question 
 
 

 
 
home
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Identity Based Encryption 
 
Voltage Security TCO Report  
            Home : Product Reviews : Voltage Security TCO 
 
“Security experts have invented an alternative form of public key cryptography. 
Called identity-based encryption (IBE), it enables a public key to be dynamically 
generated by cryptographically combining a correspondent's identity (for 
example, his or her email address) with a single, shared, master secret.” 
 

 
Voltage Security Email Security - The Identity-Based Encryption Advantage 
 
                              
“Unlike a conventional public key infrastructure (PKI), IBE does not require 
complex pre-enrollment or revocation checking. There is essentially no need for 
certificates. An IBE also does not require a complex PKI to generate, certify, 
decertify, and store individual public keys. Thus, IBE systems are considerably 
easier--and less costly--to implement.” 
 
 
Quotes from the Research 
 
"Whereas typical PKI systems often require one or more servers per email store, 
the typical Voltage installation requires just one pair of key servers and a failover 
clustered pair of zero-download Web servers."... 
 
"Rather than having to certify or decertify a public key, IBE can use short-lived 
public keys and their corresponding private keys. With such an approach, an 
encrypting system merely has to combine the identity (e.g., the email address) 
with the validity period of the public key." ...  
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"Our research found that Voltage needed far less 'care and feeding' from 
administration staff, help desk calls were simpler and less frequent, and user 
training was less onerous."... 
 
"The Voltage solution is a Boneh-Franklin IBE system, which mathematically 
combines the identity (e.g., the email address) with a seed and employs a Weil 
and Tate pairing on an elliptic curve to generate a key pair." 
 
home

Voltage Microsoft 

Exchange Hosted Encryption and Voltage Security 
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/exchange/services/articles/article-
encryption.mspx  

“The traditional infrastructure used to protect data and communication based on 
certificates, commonly called Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), was not designed to deal 
with inter-enterprise communication, let alone the massive volume of data from an ever-
growing variety of connected devices in the Internet-enabled era. Implementations in 
Fortune 1000 organizations have shown that PKI systems have a high barrier to use, 
leading users to shun them. Additionally, they are difficult for administrators to manage. 
PKI solutions have a high cost, often making them difficult for a CIO to justify for 
purchase and deployment.”  

“The discontinuity created by the hypergrowth of the Internet as a business 
communication medium, the lagging usability of PKI, and the proliferation of identities 
across the growing range of business applications results in the clear need for a security 
platform that addresses these trends without introducing additional complexity. What is 
needed is a platform that enables enterprises to reap the full benefits of moving business 
processes to the Internet while simultaneously meeting compliance regulations, using a 
single, universal, easy-to-use encryption technique to secure all business communication 
in a simple and scalable manner.”  

“Microsoft Exchange Hosted Encryption has collaborated with Voltage Security, Inc. to 
bring a new message encryption platform to the enterprise message management market. 
Based on a breakthrough encryption technology called Identity-Based Encryption (IBE), 
Exchange Hosted Encryption enables enterprises to conduct secure, scalable 
communication and fully experience the benefits and ROI of moving business processes 
to the Internet.” 

“The mathematical construct that makes IBE work is a special type of function called a 
bilinear map. A bilinear map is a pairing that has the property:  

Pair( a • X, b • Y ) = Pair( b • X, a • Y ) 
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For IBE, the operator “•” is the multiplication of integers with points on elliptical curves. 
While multiplication itself (e.g., calculating a•X) is easy, the inverse operation (finding a 
from X and a•X) is practically impossible. The bilinear map that is used is a Weil Pairing 
or Tate Pairing.”  

“The idea of the bilinear map is then applied to the IBE algorithm (Figure 4). A key 
server generates a secret s and a parameter P using random number generation. Next, the 
public parameters, P and s•P (the product of s and P), are distributed to all users. Then, a 
private key is issued to each user by the key server. This private key is the product of the 
user’s identity and the secret s. For user Bob, this is s•IDBob.”  

“2. The Key 
Because IBE allows the user to choose his or her public key and receive a private key 
from a trusted, central source, Exchange Hosted Encryption users’ public keys are their 
identities (e.g., e-mail addresses or network logins). This seemingly simple but 
technically difficult breakthrough makes certificates superfluous and ties security policy 
directly to the encryption or authentication method.”  

“The following examples illustrate the difference between keys in a public-key system 
and those in the Exchange Hosted Encryption solution. Figure 5 shows a public key for 
the RSA algorithm. Because the key is a number several thousand bits long, it does not 
have a concept of identity. As a result, a certificate is needed to tie the public key to an 
identity.  

In contrast, the following illustrates a public key using IBE: 

Name = bob@b.com 

The ability to choose simple, understandable keys underlies the power of the Exchange 
Hosted Encryption architecture to encode policy directly into encryption and 
authentication methods.” 

http://66.102.7.104/search?q=cache:3VCvNby63cAJ:www.cs.virginia.edu/~evans
/theses/sowers.pdf+Identity+Based+Encryption+security+analysis&hl=en&gl=ca&
ct=clnk&cd=10  
 
“I would have liked to test larger test files but the ciphertext is longer than the 
plaintext, and IBE supports only up to 10 kilobytes.” 
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PGP Total Cost of Ownership 
 
http://www.patownsend.com/FTM_TCO.pdf  
 
“
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” 
http://whitepapers.silicon.com/0,39024759,60052394p-39000530q,00.htm  
 
home

IBE pricing through Microsoft Voltage 
 
Primarily for email –AES 256 

“Exchange Hosted Services 

Whether you run Exchange Server in-house or outsource your e-mail through a service 
provider, you can use Exchange Hosted Services to better protect your messaging 
environment, while reducing IT cost and complexity.  
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Estimated Pricing 
All prices below are based on estimated retail pricing (per user, per month licensing). 
This pricing would apply to a small business with as few as 5 users.  

Services Prices Comments 
Microsoft 

Exchange 

Hosted 

Filtering 

$1.75 

US 

Exchange Hosted Filtering is a fully managed service that employs 

multiple technologies to help prevent spam, viruses, and phishing 

scams from reaching corporate networks and to help enforce 

corporate email-use policies. 

Microsoft 

Exchange 

Hosted 

Encryption 

$1.90 

US 

Exchange Hosted Encryption is a policy-based email encryption 

service that uses customizable policies based on users, keywords, 

character patterns, attachment types, and more to identify 

messages that require encryption. 

Microsoft 

Exchange 

Hosted 

Continuity 

$2.50 

US 

Exchange Hosted Continuity is an email continuity service that is 

always on, providing your user community with access to the last 

30 days of email and the ability to send and receive email in real 

time, even when the primary email system is unavailable. 

Microsoft 

Exchange 

Hosted 

Archive 

$17.25 

US 

Exchange Hosted Archive is a managed service that captures and 

archives external and internal mail, IM and Bloomberg mail 

according to your contracted retention period. When the retention 

period is met, messages are automatically destroyed. Hosted 

Archive includes an unlimited retention period for up to 3.6 GB per 

user, and extra storage is available based on per-GB pricing. 

Hosted Continuity is included with Hosted Archive. 

Top of page

Pricing and Licensing for Enterprise Organizations 
Published: November 10, 2004 

If your organization has 500 or more computers, explore this page 
to determine pricing information for the licenses appropriate to 
your organization. 

Estimated Pricing 

Exchange Server 2003 running on Microsoft Windows 2000 
Server or Microsoft Windows Server 2003 requires both server 
licenses and client access licenses (CALs). Review the following 
tables to find estimated pricing information1. 

Server Pricing 
Products Prices Comments 
Exchange 

Server 2003 

Standard 

Edition 

$699 US The standard edition of Exchange Server 2003 is designed to meet the 

messaging and collaboration needs of small and medium-sized 

organizations. You need to purchase Exchange Server 2003 CALs in 

addition to a basic server license. Compare to Enterprise Edition. 

 
Related Links 

• Pricing and Licensing 
for Medium 
Organizations

• Pricing and Licensing 
Small Organizations
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Products Prices Comments 
Exchange 

Server 2003 

Enterprise 

Edition 

$3,999 

US 

Exchange Server 2003 Enterprise Edition is designed for large 

organizations that have the highest requirements for reliability, scalability, 

and manageability. You need to purchase Exchange Server 2003 CALs in 

addition to a basic server license. Compare to Standard Edition. 

Client Access License (CAL) - User Pricing 
Products Prices Comments 
Exchange 

Server 2003 

user CAL 

$67 US The Exchange Server 2003 user CAL is required for each user gaining 

access to the server and entitles access rights to both editions of Exchange 

Server. Each Exchange Server 2003 CAL also includes Microsoft Office 

Outlook 2003 or Microsoft Entourage 2004 for Mac and permits access 

from Microsoft Office Outlook Web Access, Outlook Mobile Access, 

Exchange ActiveSync, or any standard Internet-messaging client. 

Exchange 

Server 2003 

device CAL 

$67 US The Exchange Server 2003 device CAL is required for each device 

accessing the server and entitles access rights to an unlimited number of 

users sharing this common device. The device CAL includes Outlook 2003. 

An example of such a device is a kiosk running Outlook Web Access that is 

shared by several e-mail users. 

Up to 30 Percent Discount on CALs 

From November 1, 2005–July 31, 2006, Microsoft Microsoft Select and Open License 
program (non-Academic) participants can enjoy the following worldwide promotion: 

• Exchange Server 2003 CALs and Windows Server 2003 CALs. If you are acquiring 
Microsoft License and Software Assurance, you are eligible for potential savings for 
Exchange Server 2003 CALs and Windows Server 2003 CALs of up to 30 percent. 
This discount applies to each pair of Exchange Server 2003 and Windows Server 2003 
CALs acquired with Software Assurance. Final prices and payment terms are 
determined by agreement with your reseller. 

From November 1, 2005–July 31, 2006, Microsoft Microsoft Select License program 
(non-Academic) participants can enjoy the following worldwide promotion: 

• Core CALs and Microsoft Office Live Communications Server 2005 CALs. If you 
are acquiring a Core CAL and Microsoft License and Software Assurance for Office 
Live Communications Server 2005 CALs, you are eligible for potential savings of up 
to 30 percent on each pair of Core CALs and Live Communications Server 2005 CALs 
acquired with Software Assurance. Final prices and payment terms are determined by 
agreement with your reseller. 
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Managed Exchange 

From March 1–August 31, 2006, Microsoft Select, Open, and Enterprise Agreement 
License program (non-Academic) participants can enjoy the following worldwide 
promotion: 

• Improve your management experience with Exchange Server 2003 by purchasing a 
promotional offer for Managed Exchange. This promotion allows customers to 
purchase a "Managed Exchange" server that includes the rights to be managed by 
MOM 2005 and a free copy of the MOM 2005 Server. Final prices and payment terms 
are determined by agreement with your reseller. 

External Connector 

The External Connector is only available through volume licensing programs. Contact 
your local reseller for more information about how to purchase or review your volume 
licensing options. 

Products Prices Comments 
External 

Connector 

license 

Varies The External Connector license (EC) is an optional additional server license 

for external users that enables access to your servers running Exchange 

Server 2003. With this license, you do not need to buy individual Exchange 

Server CALs. 

 

The EC license is purchased for every copy of Exchange Server 2003 that 

can be accessed by the external user. An example of an external user is a 

person who is not an employee or similar personnel of the company or its 

affiliates. This license allows access to the Exchange server by an unlimited 

number of external users that can include, but is not limited to, business 

partners, suppliers, customers, retirees, and alumni. It is licensed per 

server. 

 

Note: The EC license cannot be used for commercial hosting services. 

Required Software 
Products Prices Comments 
Windows 

Server 2003 or 

Windows 2000 

Server 

Varies Some features can require Windows Server 2003, Enterprise 
Edition or Windows 2000 Advanced Server. 

See your local reseller to order Windows Server 2003, or visit the 
Windows Server 2003 How to Buy page. 

Windows 

Server 2003 

CALs 

Varies Windows Server 2003 client access licenses are required. For more 

information about estimated retail pricing, visit the Windows Server 2003 

Pricing page. 
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Medium Sized Enterprises 

 

Estimated Pricing 

Exchange Server 2003 running on Microsoft Windows 2000 Server or Microsoft 
Windows Server 2003 requires both server licenses and client access licenses (CALs). 
Review the following tables to find estimated pricing information1. 

Server Pricing 
Products Prices Comments 
Exchange 

Server 2003 

Standard 

Edition 

$699 US The standard edition of Exchange Server 2003 is designed to meet the 

messaging and collaboration needs of small and medium-sized 

organizations. You need to purchase Exchange Server 2003 CALs in 

addition to a basic server license. Compare to Enterprise Edition. 

Exchange 

Server 2003 

Enterprise 

Edition 

$3,999 

US 

Exchange Server 2003 Enterprise Edition is designed for large 

organizations that have the highest requirements for reliability, scalability, 

and manageability. You need to purchase Exchange Server 2003 CALs in 

addition to a basic server license. Compare to Standard Edition. 

Client Access License (CAL) - User Pricing 
Products Prices Comments 
Exchange 

Server 2003 

user CAL 

$67 US The Exchange Server 2003 user CAL is required for each user gaining 

access to the server and entitles access rights to both editions of Exchange 

Server. Each Exchange Server 2003 CAL also includes Microsoft Office 

Outlook 2003 or Microsoft Entourage 2004 for Mac and permits access 

from Microsoft Office Outlook Web Access, Outlook Mobile Access, 

Exchange ActiveSync, or any standard Internet-messaging client. 

Exchange 

Server 2003 

device CAL 

$67 US The Exchange Server 2003 device CAL is required for each device 

accessing the server and entitles access rights to an unlimited number of 

users sharing this common device. The device CAL includes Outlook 2003. 

An example of such a device is a kiosk running Outlook Web Access that is 

shared by several e-mail users. 

 

Small business licensing 
 

Available Pricing Configurations for Windows Small Business 
Server 2003 (with stock-keeping unit numbers) 
Product Retail License 

final/full packaged 
product (FPP) 

Open New License Open New License 
with Software 
Assurance 
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Product Retail License 
final/full packaged 
product (FPP) 

Open New License Open New License 
with Software 
Assurance 

Windows Small Business 

Server 2003 Standard 

Edition 

$599 with 5 client access 

licenses (CALs) T72-

00632 

$521 with 5 CALs T72-

00117 

$781 with 5 CALs T72-

00111 

Windows Small Business 

Server 2003 Premium 

Edition 

$1,499 with 5 CALs T75-

00749 

$1,298 with 5 CALs T75-

00193 

$1,947 with 5 CALs T75-

00144 

5-pack CALs $489 

Device: T74-00001 

User: T74-00002 

$460 

Device: T74-00245 

User: T74-00192 

$690 

Device: T74-00239 

User: T74-00186 

20-pack CALs $1,929 

Device: T74-00003 

User: T74-00004 

$1,841 

Device: T74-00137 

User: T74-00084 

$2,761 

Device: T74-00131 

User: T74-00078 

Product Upgrade (from 

Standard to Premium) 

$900 T75-00754 Not available Not available 

Version Upgrade* (from 

Small Business Server 

versions 4.0, 4.5, or 

2000 to Windows Small 

Business Server 2003 

Premium Edition) 

$599 T75-00750 Not available Not available 

5-Pack VUP CALs $194 

Device: T74-01214 

User: T74-01215 

Not available Not available 

20-Pack VUP CALs $776 

Device: T74-01212 

User: T74-01213 

Not available Not available 

Transition Pack Standard 

Edition

$1,769 

T72-00634 

Not available Not available 

Transition Pack Premium 

Edition

$3,522 

T75-00752 

Not available Not available 

5-Pack Transition CALs $194 

Device: T74-01130 

User: T74-01131 

Not available Not available 

20-Pack Transition CALs $776 

Device: T74-01132 

User: T74-01133 

Not available Not available 

 
home” 
 
 
This is an effort to add all the costs and extrapolate them to 5000 user networks 
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Voltage Whitepapers 
http://www.voltage.com/pdf/IBE_and_PKI.pdf  
 
Voltage is a small new company with 20 employees. 
http://www.morgenthaler.com/content/Ventures/Articles/Articles%20documents/V
entureWire%20Voltage.pdf  
 
home

Secure Disk Voltage 

 

SecureDisk 
 
Licenses Safeboot 

Product Specs 

Product 
name 

Control Break SafeBoot Device Encryption 

Latest 
version 

4.2 

Description A full-disk encryption product that's designed for protecting a laptop or PDA that 
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could be lost or stolen. It will prevent anyone from using the device or retrieving 
data on it. Part of SafeBoot Enteprise solutions and service products including 
SafeBoot Management Center, SafeBoot Network Security and SafeBoot 
Peripherals. 

Product 
Type 

Device security 

Features Protects data stored on mobile devices such as tablet PCs, laptops and PDAs; 
offers two-factor pre-boot access control; FIPS-certified encryption technologies; 
centralized management system; supports Single Sign-On (SSO) capabilities; 
uses algorithms such as RC5-1024 and AES-256 to encrypt data; encryption and 
decryption are transparent to the user and performed on the fly.  

Platforms Windows, PocketPC, Palm OS, Symbian, Linux. Management console requires 
Windows. 

Price Pricing ranges from $85 to $123 per client, including the cost of the SafeBoot 
Management Center and Device Encryption. Maintenance and support is 15 
percent of purchase price. Connectors are priced separately. 

Product 
Family 

SafeBoot Device Security 

  

home
 
Comparing PKI, IBE and Whitenoise 

” 
home
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